Title of the Workshop:
10 Behaviors Required to Lead an Inspiring Design Build Experience

Workshop Overview / Summary
Being a manager or an executive in the construction industry is more difficult than any other. Like other industries, we too have stringent deadlines, customers with high expectations and aggressive competitors. However, our customers don’t come to us to purchase pots and pans, cars, insurance or other products that are simple transactions. We practically live with our clients for months or longer. We are stuck with the teams we build, the clients we choose and projects we take on.

In the midst of highly complicated or frustrating projects and now with the COVID-19 disruption, how is it possible to be a consistent and inspiring leader? Managing is our responsibility; leading is a choice Design-Build Professionals make every day.

Being a leader in the build environment goes way beyond trust falls, communication, and empathy. Lives, millions of dollars, reputations and entire companies are at stake. What it takes to lead in our industry is beyond classroom leadership skills.

What key information, benefits or skills with attendees take away from the workshop? This interactive workshop will introduce 10 practical behaviors that will enable Design-Build Professionals to become consistent leaders who can innovate new solutions, deliver a better building experience and inspire their team and the owners they serve.

Learning Objectives:
1. Learn 10 Practical Leadership Behaviors to Deliver an Inspiring design-build experience
2. Self-evaluate how well you are living the 10 Practical Leadership Behaviors
3. Gain best practices from actual team and project situations
4. Be able to immediately apply these behaviors to their current teams and Projects
Speakers Background:
DeWayne Ables, founder and President of Pioneer IQ, guides the strategic growth of companies in the Design and Construction Industry.

DeWayne has developed a unique “Strategic Growth Method” for this generation of Pioneers who are designing and building America. The Pioneer Method equips Owners and Managers of design and construction companies to Develop their Leaders and Build their Business.

DeWayne is a national instructor for AGC | ACEC | DBIA | SMACNA

Suggestion Length: 60 mins and Q & A

Presentation Level: Intermediate to Advanced

Proposed Prestation Format: Workshop / Lecture